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1907 Excerpt: ...magnate, that in order to
maintain the high speed required by the
American public, the standard gauge must
be increased to six feet or electricity used
for motive power, comes a petition from
several representative Chicago business
men to the presidents of the New York
Central and the Pennsylvania roads asking
that the running time of their fast trains
between New York and Chicago be
increased from eighteen to twenty hours.
The American railway accident record of
the past few weeks would seem to show
that something is radically wrong, and I am
inclined to believe that the simpler solution
lies in a reduction in speed and in the hours
of the service of employes in responsible
positions. More humane than the
time-honored suggestion of London Punch
that a director of the company be lashed to
the cowcatcher of each locomotive. Two
bad water losses, one at Beverly and the
other at Fall River, have started up the
sprinkler critics. In the first case, the
members of the fire department decided
that the alarm from the automatic was false
and in the second no one seemed to know
where the shut-off valve was located. In
each case the equipment did what it was
intended to do, and then the water ran until
it was shut off. Nothing remarkable about
it. Just a question of supply. If sprinklers
open promptly and extinguish a fire, they
have made good. The rest is left to human
intelligence. I was asking a Boston agent
regarding the qualifications of a certain
young man this week. He said, Why 1
remember a number of years ago when this
fellow was the office boy in a large office
and went about delivering expiration
notices, policies, etc. He hadnt been at it
long before he began to bring in
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applications on dwellings and furniture
which he had gotten by asking for the...
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